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Mountain Clothing In an article in New Scientist (14 August 1980, p535) Dr Mike Geisow
discusses the problem of keeping warm and dry in the mountains and the impact the advent of
synthetic polymers has had on this. The introduction of these materials in the 1950s largely
displaced the natural materials, wool, linen and manila; it is suggested however that another big
period of development is at hand as a reaction by manufacturers to the increasing market for
outdoor clothes.

In the UK, the Highlands are predominantly wet and cold, a combination which can be
extremely dangerous for the unprepared. Most people carry waterproof lightweight outer
garments made from a variety of materials, eg nylon or polyester coated with layers of
polyurethane, neoprene bonded to woven nylon or cotton coated with PVC. These with luck
will all be waterproofbut have the serious disadvantage of not allowing perspiration to escape, so
that the climber gets as wet from sweat as he would have done from rain. Woven fabrics are
'macroporous', ie have pores greater than 100 micrometres in diameter which can be made
smaller by suitable treatments. Waxes and silicone aerosol sprays are used, and increase the
angle which water droplets make with the fibre so that the surface tension prevents the water
from penetrating the fabric. However, proofing has a limited life and does not keep out driving
rain. If on the other hand the fabric can be made microporous initially (eg pores of one
micrometre diameter or less), it will keep out the smallest droplets of water in the condensed
state. However, the water vapour produced inside the garment can easily pass through holes of
this size, the diameter of a water molecule being approximately 3 x 10·'''.

Thc fabric Goretex is a practical approach to this ideal. A thin membrane of
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) forms the microporous layer with pore diameters of 0.2
micrometres. This is protected by laminated outer layers of macroporous nylon. The PTFE
layer has a high 'water entry pressure' eWEP), ie the pressure needed to make the material fail,
of65 Ib/in'; materials with a WEP of25lb/in' are reckoned to be effectively waterproof. Ventile
has a WEP of only 2 lb/in·'. The microporous fabric will only be practical if it can pass all the
water vapour produced under conditions of hard exertion. Goretex will transmit at a rate of
11000 gm/m'/day compared with the 74 gm/m'/day passed by nylon treated with polyurethane.
The avetage person passes 400-600 gm/m'/day even when sitting still, the rate under exertion
clearly being larger and depending on the severity of the exercise. The waterproof qualities of
garments made of Goretex will however depend strongly on how well the seams are made.

The other important property required in outdoor mountain clothing is the ability to insulate.
Wool and down are naturally designed to do this and are the traditional materials for this
purpose. However, they are both biodegradable and perform badly when damp and when
subjected to pressure. Synthetic materials are being developed to try to overcome this difficulty,
and the objective is to create connected air cells which are nevertheless small enough to reduce
convection currents to a minimum but which still allow moist air to pass through. Hollofil is one
type of fibre of this sort in which air is trapped within the fibre; long fibres are beneficial being
resilient and helping to avoid heat leaks. Finer fibres pack to form small air spaces which
minimize convection, and the new garment filling Thi";sulate works on this principle. It consist~
of polyolefin microfibres in a matrix that provide a high frictional drag on interstitial air, giving
impressive insulating properties, approximately twice as good as similar thicknesses of wool or
down.

Viloft - a new Fibre We have been sent details of a new Courtaulds fibre called Viloft, a type
of viscose fibre made from cellulose obtained from wood. The fibre has a hollow cross section,
and in this respect seems to be similar to Holloftl, mentioned in the previous paragraphs. When
made into a fabric it is as comfortable as cotton to the touch, and because of the encapsulated air
it contains, has good insulating properties. So far, it has largely been used for making
underwear, but a number of firms are developing its use in sportswear. Some independent tests
have been carried out to compare articles of thermal underwear made from Viloft mixtures with
other conventional fabrics when used in a variety of sporting activities, eg rock climbing, fell
walkipg and running, sailing and canoeing etc. It was concluded that Viloft's characteristics
were superior to all the other fabrics tested for all types of activity. It is hoped to publish an article
on this fabric in the next journal, which will enlarge on this brief description.
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Wet Suit Socks In OffBelay 5313, Murray Tofi advocates the use offoamed neoprene wet suit
diving socks with an oversized single climbing boot as a practical solution to keeping ones feet
warm in the mountains. He contends that this provides an effective double boot which is lighter,
less bulky and much warmer than conventional double boots currently on sale. The use of this
type of sock relies on the vapour barrier principle, and prevents perspiration from the foot
escaping eventually to the outside air and cooling the foot by evaporation. The author converted
from a French made pair ofdouble boots to a single Austrian boot with a neoprene inner and was
able to climb waterfall ice with the temperature at-30°F in comparative comfort. It is suggested
that it is not a good idea to try to cram a diving sock inside a single boot that one already
owns-this merely causes constriction and results in cold feet from restricted circulation. It is
necessary to buy a pair of diving socks and then a pair of single boots to fit them. To increase
insulation, a boot without a steel stiffener would be preferable in conjunction with a foamed
neoprene insole; both prevent heat escaping through the boot sole. Care needs to be taken to see
that the external finish of the sock is suitable for hut wear, some types having an exterior nylon
'fuzz' which can snag on floors, but which makes entry into the boot easier. The only difficulty
seems to be the expected one of sweaty feet. On multi-day climbs it is necessary to change the
socks every day and to dry them out (in ones sleeping bag is suggested). Prolonged wear can
apparently lead to trench foot.

Nordic Ski-ing Boots There seems to have been a considerable increase in interest in the use
of Nordic style ski touring equipment in recent years particularly in the USA, where it is often
the ideal mode of travel in remote mountain and wilderness areas. They undoubtedly have
advantages of light weight and simplicity as compared with normal piste or short skis used with
skins for ski touring.

Off Belay 4819 has an article by Ken Horwitz on Nordic ski boots, which while it quotes as
examples makes available in North America, is of general interest in that the details of
construction and design are discussed and bad examples of these identified so that they can be
avoided. As the author indicates, boots are far more important than any other single piece of the
ski tourer's equipment. The torsional resistance of the boot is of paramount importance, ie its
ability to resist twisting or wringing. Boots deficient in this respect allow the heel to slip off the ski
with consequent loss of control. However, this characteristic has to be balanced against the need
to allow the boot to flex forward when walking, which in practice requires some sort of
compromise. This is achieved by proper construction of the sole of the boot·. Those which
perform best in this respect are ones with a composite stitched sole construction, ie a number of
layers ofleather and/or rubber which allow the forward flexing movement but which are highly
resistant to flexing movements. This helps to keep the skier's heel firmly centred on the heel
plate in downhill turns.

The alternative method of construction is the injection moulded sole, which used to be a
cheaper method of manufacture but which tends to produce a product which has poorer
torsional resistance and which also suffers from delamination in use, ie the upper peeling back
from the sole. More recently, some injection moulded boots have included a leather or plastic
stiffener in the sole which makes them suitably resistant to twist. A further disadvantage of
injection moulded boots is that they are not easily repaired, whereas stitched boots can be
mended in the conventional way.
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Satellite observations of the earth's surface The American Spate Agency, NASA, has
mounted many spectacular projects which have given us views of distant planets and their
moons, eg Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. However, NASA is also using space technology to
explore the surface of planet Earth (as reported in an article by Dr Christine Sulton and Dr
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